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CONTENT
* I prefer messy democracy to the stability of tyranny: An interview with Iraq’s ambassador to Canada
National Post, 5 February 2008, 475 phones, (English)

FACTBOX: Violent deaths in Iraq
Reuters News, 5 February 2008, 320:29 AM GMT, 359 words, (English)

* President George W. Bush said Iraq had seen declining violence over the past year and growing political reconciliation...

PMIC killed in northern Iraq
The Daily Telegraph, 5 February 2008, 426 words, (English)

* Turkish fighter jets bombed suspected hideouts of the outlawed Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) yesterday in northern Iraq, the Turkish military said in a statement.

* Prince Andrew rebukes America over Iraq
The Daily Telegraph, 5 February 2008, 1:008 words, (English)

* President George W. Bush’s White House administration is closing in on the advice of the British Government over the war...

* Iraq: To Halt Oil Sales To Those Working In Kurdish Region
Dow Jones Energy News, 5 February 2008, 11:29 AM GMT, 265 words, (English)

* LONDON (Dow Jones) - Iraq will halt oil supply agreements with Austria’s OMV AG (OMV:V) and any other companies operating in the Kurdish region until they cancel their contacts with the regional government, Iraq’s oil minister said yesterday.

* Iraq: To Halt Oil Sales To Those Working In Kurdish Region
Dow Jones Energy News, 5 February 2008, 11:26 AM GMT, 208 words, (English)

* LONDON (Dow Jones) - Iraq will halt oil supply agreements with Austria’s OMV AG (OMV:V) and any other companies operating in the Kurdish region until they cancel their contacts with the regional government, Iraq’s oil minister said yesterday.

Oil majors discuss oil for expertise deal with Iraq to boost output
The Times, 5 February 2008, 429 words, (English)

* The world’s biggest oil companies are in talks with the Government of Iraq to boost the country’s oil and gas output...

UPDATE: Iraq new flag raised over parliament for first time
Reuters News, 5 February 2008, 7:15 AM GMT, 473 phones, (English)

* BAGHDAD (AP) - Iraq’s new flag was raised over the country’s parliament for the first time on Thursday as a sign of the country’s democratic reform.

UPDATE: Iraq: To Halt Oil Sales To Those Working In Kurdish Region
Dow Jones Energy News, 5 February 2008, 12:33 PM GMT, 349 words, (English)

* LONDON (Dow Jones) - Iraq will halt oil supply agreements with Austria’s OMV AG (OMV:V) and any other companies operating in the Kurdish region until they cancel their contacts with the regional government, Iraq’s oil minister said yesterday.

Iraq accuses Iran of siphoning oil, controlling wells in border region
Associated Press, 5 February 2008, 506 phones, (English)

* The two adjacent oilfields, Abu Ghadir – which Iraq claims in its entirety, and al-Falhah, the shared field, are among Iraq’s richest.

* The two adjacent oilfields, Abu Ghadir – which Iraq claims in its entirety, and al-Falhah, the shared field, are among Iraq’s richest.

US military says innocent woman killed in Iraq raid
Reuters News, 5 February 2008, 12:11 PM GMT, 345 words, (English)

* BAGHDAD (AP) - American troops killed an innocent woman during a raid in Iraq on Tuesday, the US military said the day after it admitted killing nine Iraqi civilians while hunting down al-Qaeda militants.
FT Articles

WORLD NEWS: Insurgents use disabled women in Iraq bombing

...brutality of the enemy of the people of Iraq. The attacks targeted outdoor pet markets. 10-month deployments. However, commanders in Iraq are concerned that removing bombs too, continued to decline in January. Reports by Iraq Body Count showed 767 deaths for the month.

Feb 02 2008, By Diane Taggart, Correspondent, and Damentt Scavuzzo in Washington, Financial Times.

WORLD NEWS: Insurgents use disabled women in Iraq bombing

...brutality of the enemy of the people of Iraq. The attacks targeted outdoor pet markets. 10-month deployments. However, commanders in Iraq are concerned that removing bombs too, continued to decline in January. Reports by Iraq Body Count showed 767 deaths for the month.

Feb 02 2008, By Diane Taggart, Correspondent, and Damentt Scavuzzo in Washington, Financial Times.

WORLD NEWS: Military costs keep rising

...cost not include money for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan...represents a 7.5 per cent increase from the start of the fiscal year, the Pentagon.


WORLD NEWS: Military costs to rise further

...logistical weapons, but does not include money for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan...represents a 7.5 per cent increase from the start of the fiscal year, the Pentagon.


WORLD NEWS: Budget request

...cost not include money for the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan...represents a 7.5 per cent increase from the start of the fiscal year, the Pentagon.


WORLD NEWS: SUPER TUESDAY: Domestic struggles reverberate across the globe

...the Democratic candidate Barack Obama on Iraq, multinational engagement and sensitivity...smaller political stakes on foreign policy...Iraq is a only issue to have featured prominently, attention because of his opposition to the Iraq war and an expectation that he would represent.


WORLD NEWS - SUPER TUESDAY: The national contest that grabs...
Operational Intelligence
Demonstrations
1-10 of 12,679,880 hits for cancer

1. cancer@nature.com: Cancer articles, jobs and information [28K]
   Jun 2008
   ...subject area All of Nature.com Advanced search Welcome to cancer@nature.com: Nature Publishing Group resources in the field of cancer New from NPG -- Nature Insight Molecular cancer diagnostics This Insight highlights key approaches for the...
   [http://www.nature.com/cancer/index.html]
   more hits from [www.nature.com]
   similar results

2. Cancer [54K]
   Jun 2007
   ...Publications Record newspaper Outlook magazine Cancer newsletter Faculty/Staff Profiles Resources...Media WUSTL v Catalonia Case Medical Science > Cancer Related News Clips: Showing Cancer Clips 1 through 20 of 20. - Show Home Show...
   [http://mednews.wustl.edu/cat/page/norma/92.html?s=d silently]
   more hits from [mednews.wustl.edu]
   similar results

3. Comprehensive Cancer Center - Arthur G. James Cancer Hospital and Richard J. Solove Research Institute [47K]
   May 2008
   skip navigation site map search Ohio State University Comprehensive Cancer Center James Cancer Hospital and Solove Research Institute Home About Us Patients & Visitors Cancer Research Healthcare Professionals Ways To Give News & Events Search...
   [http://www.jamesline.com/]
   more hits from [www.jamesline.com]
   similar results

   Mar 2007
   ...LINKS Medical Research Council of South Africa Cancer Association of South Africa CARISA (Cancer Research Initiative of South Africa) was proposed...Council of South Africa in 2004 and attended by cancer researchers and research administrators. Following...
   [http://www.sahahealthinfo.org/cancer/index.html]
   similar results

5. Cancer (Malignant Tumor) Types, Facts, Survival Rates, Statistics and Information on MedicineNet.com [57K]
   Apr 2008
   About Us | Privacy Policy | Site Map April 7, 2008 home cancer center cancer a-z list cancer index cancer article Font Size A A A 1 2 Next » Cancer Index Glossary Cancer What is cancer? What are...
   [http://www.medicinenet.com/cancer/article.htm]
   more hits from [www.medicinenet.com]
   similar results

   Sep 2007
   ...to download the latest free version of Acrobat Reader You are Here: Home Page > Diseases & Conditions > Cancer Cancer What is Cancer? A breast cancer cell (green) metastasizing through a fibrous layer in the lining of the abdomen (red) by...
   [http://www.health.state.ny.us/nysdoh/research/cancers/...]
   similar results
Search Today
A Paradigm Shift is Needed: Connecting Users with the Information they Need

‘Ask and You Shall Receive’

‘What you need is what you get’

is better than

‘what you ask for is what you get’
Search Powers Much More Than User “Pull” Mechanisms Such as the Search Box

What’s directly visible:

- Search Box
- Results List
- Faceted Navigation

What’s not but is critical:

- Relevancy
- Contextual Insight
- Entity Extraction
- Relationship Awareness
- Global Linguistics Support
- Expert Location
- Stored Searches
- Alerting
- Word Stemming
- Natural Language Query
- Content Matching
- Visualization
- Source Selection
- Federated Search
- Vertical Dictionaries
- Security Management
**Key Objectives for Information Discovery:**
- Get faster: save time
- Get smarter: capitalize on knowledge
- Improve productivity
- Manage risk and reduce uncertainty
- Uncover opportunity
- Increase collaboration

**Premium Enterprise Search Enables:**
- Timely gathering of relevant information from any source
- Deep analytics on large volumes of information
- Constant monitoring for topics of interest
- Alerting and notification based on targeted events and user-defined criteria
- Extreme personalization

| Personalization | Persistence | Data Mining | Analytics | Visualization | Alerting | Security |
Microsoft
FAST Was Acquired By Microsoft For Its Vision, People and Technology
Microsoft’s Enterprise Search Products

**Entry-level Solution**
- **Microsoft Search Server Express 2008**
- Enterprise search available as a free download

**Infrastructure Solution**
- **Microsoft Office SharePoint Server 2007**
- Enterprise search tightly integrated with a business productivity infrastructure

**High-end Solution**
- **fast ESP®**
- Best-in-class enterprise search for the most demanding applications
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